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The students of Framingham
State College gathered on Novem-
ber 19th to protest the holding of
50 American hostages who were
seized at the United States Embas-
sy in Tehran on November 4. An-
gry at Pres. Carter's handling of the
crisis, FSC students demanded that
immedate action be taken to free
the hostages. A group of about 100
students watched as a replica of
the Iranian flag was held aloft and
then set afire amidst cries of "De-
port." The demonstration was or-
ganized by a group of students
calling themselves "Americans For
Action".
POPE VISITS BOSTON
Despite the rain, the huge crowd waited, lining the sidewalks of Boston
waiting for a black limousine to pass with Pope John Paul II waving and
giving his blessing to the people.
The new Polish Pope was the first Pope to visit Boston and people of
every faith and creed turned out to see the historic as well as religious event.
Pope John Paul II said mass at a specially constructed alter on the
Common while crowds of people waited for hours just to hear him speak.
From BostonJohn Paul flew to New York and proceded on a whirlwind
tour of the country from there.
The visit of Pope John Paul II left the country amazed and wiping their
eyes. This young, energetic Pope shed new light on the Catholic church in
the United States.
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Amoung the variety of activities that took place during Freshmen Orientation,
Sportacade was the most exciting. It was held in the field behind Dwight Hall and FSC
freshmen filled the field. Many participated in the events with members of the Black
and Gold Service Committee. Those who didn't participate in the sports made up a
large number of spectators who, very spiritedly, cheered the players on. Events included
the traditional egg and waterbaloon toss in addition to both a wheelbarrel and three
legged race, and a tug-of-war. On the list of unusual events was The Whippit Emptying
Contest. As your captain quickly moved down the line, filling the mouth of every player
on his team with wipped cream, the sights were all but sad. The most hilarious activity
of all had to be the balloon popping contest. As your partner sat in the grass with a
balloon in his lap you tried your very hardest to sit on it and make it pop!
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oDATE OPPONENT
9/18/79 Dean Jr. College W 2-1
9/20/79 Worcester State L 2-0
9/25/79 Leicester Jr. W 4-0
9/27/79 Westfield State L 4-0
9/29/79 W.P.I. W 6-0
9/30/79 M.I.T. W 7-0
10/2/79 North Adams
State W 3-1
10/4/79 Fitchburg State W 4-1
10/6/79 Salem State W 2-1
10/9/79 Assumption W 3-1
10/16/79 T 2-2
ROSTER
Debbie Benway
Kathy Bush
Shelley Dupree
Kathy Gaskin
Lisa Gilmore
Ann Mara
Laurie Moran
Julia Nau
Laura Reeves
Denise Savard
Kim Stevens
Diane Stolarz
Doreen Whalen
Mary Zaik
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ROSTER
Lee Rubenstein
Ken Miles
Robert Clausen
Tom Pratti
Ken Smith
Thomas Fair
Ross Clark
Scott Hand
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ROSTER
Edward Tibbets
Dennis Bouthiette
Matthew Armington
Christopher King
Jeff Stone
Fernando Borges
John Vasconcelos
Daniel Jenkins
Jeff Gassett
Paul L. Kenney
Michael Morgan
Dennis Sctlnack
Bruce Andrew
Richard Sugarman
Tim Mutrie
Jeff Kenney
Nelson Fonseca
Antonio Ferreira
John Neilan
Daniel Dimezza
Michael Neri
Charles Miller
Pater Wilkins
Kurt Carlson
AWARDS
MVP- Christopher King
UNSUNG HERO- Richard Sugarman
28
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DATE
9/15/79
9/17/79
9/19/79
9/20/79
9/25/79
9/27/79
10/2/79
10/4/79
10/9/79
10/16/79
10/17/79
10/18/79
OPPONENT
Clark Univ.
Assumption
Babson
Worcester State
Salem State
Westfield State
North Adams
State
Fitchburg State
Brandeis
Lowell Univ.
Boston State
Suffolk Univ.
W 4-3
L 5-2
W 7-0
L 5-2
L 4-3
L 6-1
L 5-2
W 7-0
L 4-3
L 3-2
L 5-2
W 7-0
ROSTER
Heidi Nawn
Lori Garron
Susan Leonard
Julie Waarama
Stephanie Sylvia
Suzanne Smith
Susan Huff
Paula Sawyer
Mary Ann Malloy
30
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The Framingham State College Rams finished their 1979 season with an outstand-
ing record of 6-3, in the New England Conference which tied them for second place
with Nichols College. This makes their 7th winning season in the last 8 years of play.
Led by the competent coaching of Dennis Golden, the Rams star line-up included
the defensive playing of Dan Cuillo, Jim Marchant, Pete McCarthy, as well as
quarterback Chris Kane, Captain Jim Soule, and fullback Bill Melone. Star Running-
back Kennedy Lightfoot, and fullback Davey Lopez, both freshmen, are two bright
spots who will both be returning next year. Captain Jim Coule hands over his title to
Dan Cuillo who will hopefully lead the Rams to victory once again in 1980.
ROSTER: Dan Rockwell, Jim Marchant, Mike Salamone, Jim Soule, Brian O Neil, Skip Stocker,
David Lopez, Chuck Iarrobino, Paul Donnelly, Steve Drayton, Steve Bessette, Pete McCarthy, John
Martell, Chris Hart, Bob Boyer, Tom Stirrat, Chris Kane, Brian Barton, Gerry Crosby, Chet Millett.
John Neilan, Dan Turner, John Santos, Fd Lynch, Russ Bagley, Kennedy Lightfoot, Steve Oliva, Greg
Pollard, Dan Ciullo, Ken Johnson, Bill Melone. Jim Falvey, Bob Cusick, Barry Ryan, Jeff Griffin, Bill
Jarmulowicz, Gerry Galizio, Rich Poirot, Brian Fitzgibbons, Kevin Fin, Ted Nigro, Tom Carr, Mark
Leonard, Joe Walt, Bob Richards, Dave Cavanaugh, Paul Delvecchio, Brian Tighe, Bill DiNardo, Steve
Barker, Gary Gilman, Jacque Ferguson, Tony Akillian, Bob Fleming, Tod Caflisch.
32
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A little bit of controversey clouded the athletic budgeting fot the 1979-1980
academic year and one of the teams which was touched by it was the Equestrian
team. Some students felt the team was so small that it did not merit the large
amounts of money which was alotted to it. The school interest in the sport was also
small as the Equestrain events did not draw a large crowd if it drew a crowd at all.
The money needed was budgeted to the team however, and the members were able
to participate in a full schedule of riding and jumping events. Perhaps the students of
Framingham State College don't know what they are missing. Anyone who has
witnessed an equestrian event is struck by the beauty and rhythm of horse and rider.
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1 ^^^ their 3rd ^ nightclub BroadwayBound, December 6, 7, and 8 in the College Center Forum. With hosts Tom
Fair and Amy Schrob providing the laughs, the nightclub boasted a fine
assortment of campus talent, featuring a return performance by the fabulous
Blues Brothers.
Broadway Bound also featured an outstanding selection of soloists, in-
cluding Lisa Zamarelli, Beth Guerin, Mimi Robichaud, Skip Saideh, and
Pam Towle. Sharon Smith, a versatile and accomplished dancer, performed
an enjoyable dance number with Jon Sohl. With free munchies provided,
Broadway Bound was a sell-out each night, proving to be a success to the
entire F.S.C. community. i^^^^HHhHhhHhHbh^hHHH
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Robert
Palmer
Andy Pratt
Robert Palmer performed to a sold
out and very appreciative audience in
Dwight Auditorium for FSC's fall con-
cert.
Backing up Robert Palmer was Andy
Pratt who played for an hour and in-
cluded in his act his hit single, "Aveng-
ing Annie."
Robert Palmer then came on the stage
and the crowd came to its feet by his
reditions of his hits, "Can We Still Be
Friends," "Bad Case of Loving You"
and "It Takes Every Kind of People."
Some reactions from students who
attended the concert included:
"The atmosphere Robert Palmer cre-
ated was just right."
"I just wanted to touch him, he's
sooooo cute!"
"I loved it!"
Robert Palmer will be welcomed back
for many years to come at Framingham
State College.
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As always, Halloween came in with a
bang at Framingham State College. F.S.C.
students got a chance to show their indi-
viduality as they paraded in and around
campus in their various costumes. The tra-
ditional costume party was held in the resi-
dent cafeteria with prizes awarded to the
Halloween
best dressed. A few of the winners were
'Cousin It', The Fruits of the Loom, and the
'Unknown Freshman". With parties carry-
ing over until early morning hours in many
dorms, its for sure that Halloween was a
good time for all.
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The students of Framingham State College gathered on November 19th to protest
the holding of 50 American hostages who were seized at the United States Embassy in
Tehran on November 4. Angry at Pres. Carter's handling of the crisis, FSC students
demanded that immediate action be taken to free the hostages. A group of about 100
students watched as a replica of the Iranian flag was burned amid cries of "Deport".
The demonstration _
cans For Action."
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C.C. DIRECTOR
RESIGNS
The whole school was surprised
when Susan Seigel, Director of the
College Center, resigned her posi-
tion.
"Sue," as she is affectionately
called by many students of Fra-
mingham State College, left FSC for
another job and Allan Wallach, As-
sistant Director of the College Cen-
ter took over her position.
A relative newcomer to the Col-
lege Center managerial staff, Ellen
Lowe, moved up to take Wallach's
position and the search began for a
new Program Director.
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Three mile Island was the scene of the Na-
tion's worst commercial reactor accident last
March and tourists flocked daily to Pennsylva-
nia's crippled nuclear power station.
At first, a film prepared by Metropolitan Edi-
son Co., the plant's operator, said the near disas-
ter resulted from "a complex combination of
equipment failures, ambiguous instruments and
operator failures ..." and insisted that the
amount of radiation released into the atmosphere
was insignificant.
After four months, however, a Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission (NRC) published a report
saying the most serious aspects of the mishap
were almost certainly due to human error. And
though the report acknowledged that the radi-
ation level was low, it said that one burst was
greater than any previously revealed.
Time Magazine
August 13, 1979
LET IT SNOW . . . LET
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LET IT SNOW
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A very important part of this col-
lege is the Faculty and Administra-
tion. Without them there is no Fra-
mingham State College and the col-
lapse of the college would be inevi-
table without their insured smooth-
ness of operation.
The Administration is always
working behind the scenes to make
hectic situations a little less confusing
whether its picking courses or
straightening out financial aid.
The faculty is always working with
the students, trying to broaden each
student's horizons and interest them
in subjects which are traditionally
thought to be boring.
These two important componants,
Faculty and Administration, cannot
be ignored in any institition and are
certainly vital to the life of Fra-
mingham State College.
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ROSTER
B. James Sullivan Bob Kerr
Gerry Sullivan Steve Dahill
Scott Whittredge Phil Preskenis
Paul Bulger Jim Belforti
David Gendreau Mike Good
John Collins Jeff Gassett
Kurt Wenzell Wally Allegro
Ed Costello Tom Donnelly
Steve Girouard Mike Hayes
Paul Doherty Frank Lemieux
William Clark Robert Dradway
Andrew Hennigar Mike Powers
DATE OPPONENT
11/15/80 Bridgewater L 5-1 1/9/80 West Point L 9-1
11/17/79 Fitchburg L 3-2 1/16/80 Holy Cross L 7-1
11/20/79 Worcester W 6-3 1/22/80 Bridgewater L 7-4
11/23/79 Bryant L 8-3 2/2/80 Salem L 12-0
11/27/79 A.I.C. L 7-3 2/5/80 Westfirld L 11-4
11/30/79 Babson L 3-2 2/9/80 North Ad
12/3/79 Boston St. W 5-3 ams L 5-3
12/5/79 Trinity W 5-3 2/11/80 S.M.U. L 5-3
12/10/79 Merrimack L 14-0 2/15/80 Worcester W 11-1
12/21/79 Hockey 2/16/80 U. Conn L 10-5
Tourn Lose 2/18/80 Fairfield W 6-5
12/22/79 Hockey 2/22/80 Nichols W 9-5
Tourn Lose 2/24/80 N.E. Collegi L 11-4
1/5/80 Crusader L 9-2 2/26/80 North Ad
1/6/80 Crusader L 6-5 ams L 8-4
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ROSTER
Donald Moye
Ronald Hobbs
Michael Thistle
Lou Byrd
Steven Smith
Christopher
Mendes
Micheal Conceicao
Eugene Bell
Thomas Byard
Douglas Wall
Patrick Thistle
60
DATE
11/27/79
12/1/79
12/4/79
12/6/79
12/10/79
12/12/79
1/10/80
1/16/80
1/19/80
1/22/80
1/24/80
1/26/80
1/29/80
1/31/80
OPPNENT
Mass. Mari-
time W
tufts W
Worcester
State W
W e s t f i e 1 d
State L
Fit c h bu rg
State W
North Ad-
ams W
Babson W
Salem State W
Nichols Col-
lege
Worcester
State W
Bridgewater W
Fitchburg W
Boston State W
Curry Col-
lege W
79-78
85-84
2/2/80 Husson
W 95-85
85-80
91-76
97-76
91-82
60-59
92-95
DATE
2/3/80
2/7/80
2/9/80
2/11 /HO
2/13/80
2/16/80
2/18/80
2/21/80
2/23/80
2/25/80
2/27/80
NCAA
Tourna-
ment
NCAA
Tourna-
ment
O P P O NENT
Thomas W 93-76
BOSTON
State W 97-89
Mass. Man-
time I. 93-80
Bridgewater L 60-58
S.M.U. W 86-78
North Ad-
ams W 86-78
Salem State L 85-99
Stonehill 1. 61-82
Westf'ield
State W 73-65
Suffolk Univ.W 97-81
West Conn.
St. W 89-84
Longwood 1. 63-73
Salem St. I. 80-82
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20 D MOYE C
15 R HOBBS
IM THISTLE
MO SMITH
10 BYRD
11 MENDES
2M PAYNE
«€ Bi
PERIOD
fmhm
mpTy^ RAMS VISITOR
32 CONCEICAO FOULS PLAYER FOULS
12 BECK
"
30CARN0VALE \ .{, ' 13
t?u!ai"l FIRST LEAGUE
MM BYARD
CHAMPIONSHIP FOR FSC
WORCESTER ST
5 DUNN
M2M0NIZ
M BULLETTC
30PETR0PUL0S
MMMURPHY
2MF0URNIER
15 RADCLIFFE
33 COUTURE
MOLEWANDSKI
25 LYNCH
IM QUINN
22 BURNS
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DATE OPPONENT
11/29/79 Wheaton College L 68-27
12/3/79 Dean Jr. College L 56-55
12/5/79 Brandeis W 44-28
12/7/79 Curry College W 39-37
1/19/80 Salem State L 91-41
1/22/80 Mt. Ida Jr. College L 59-24
1/26/80 Assumption L 74-37
1/28/80 Lowell Univ. L 69-36
1/31/80 Worcester State L 89-28
2/5/80 W. New England L 53-37
2/7/80 North Adams W 38-36
2/9/80 Stonehill L 72-33
2/11/80 Babson W 45-37
2/13/80 Boston State L 57-24
2/15/80 Suffolk Univ. W 63-28
2/19/80 LaSalle Jr. College W 78-36
2/21/80 Fitchburg State W
f
36-35
2/25/80 Westfield State L ' 58-23
ROSTER
Jo-anne Black
Rebecca Blair
Kathleen Bush
Shelley Deupree
Denise Huxley
Christine Kelly
Doreen Lorrain
Julia Nau
Heidi Nawn
Cheryl Patapanian
Martha Powers
Nancy Pepi
Rhonda Ramsey
Janice Reppucci
Kim Stevens
''3eMii>* Yi
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TOUCH FOOTBALL WOMAN'S MEN'S FLOOR INTERMAURAL
CHAMPIONS VOLLEYBALL HOCKEY SOFTBALL
CHAMPIONS CHAMPIONS CHAMPIONS
Dave Cachopa
Jim Coccoluto Kathy Bush Leny Belliveau Dan Caulfield
Jim Coons Shelley Dupree Dan DiMezza Bob Donovan
Bob Daley Lisa Gillmore Frank DiVittorio Paul Ferrara
Tim Everette Janice Guild Nelson Fonseca Russell Fortini
Andy Gallagher Denise Huxley Andy Ganis Chris Kane
Leo Govoni Kathy Lukshis Dan Jenkins Mark McAlister
Marty Hancock Annie Mara Tom Nadeau Mike McAlister
John Hennessey Julie Nau Jeff Stone Bill Melone
Gerry Kezer Doreen Whalen Richard Andy Hennigar
Steve Phaneuf Kim Stevens Sugarman Shawn Smith
Dewey Post Martha Powers Peter Wilkins Brian Tighe
Jim Ricciardi John Vasconcelos
Don Stinchfield Tim Everette
Mike Weinhold Steve Phaneuf
Dan Caulfield Charles Athas

Dial Staff
The 1980 Dial staff has worked long hours and tapped the
depths of their imaginations to put out the 1980 Dial as you see it.
A "Congratulations" and "Well Done" must be given to each
and every one as they worked against great odds and stuck by the
ideal of a finished book, even as their numbers dwindled.
Finally, the staff was at the final, die-hard few and the deadlines
were down to the wire. Again, the time and effort put in by a few,
determined members is appreciated by the whole school.
A special thanks goes to Larry Boyde, Athletic Director, for the
time and effort which he put into the compilation of data for the
sports pages.
Also, a thank you goes to Barry Woolf and Larry DeSantos, the
two American Yearbook consultants who put greatly appreciated
and well spent time and advice into the publishing of this book.
-*•flrik
Karen J. Lavariere - Editor
Joe Forte - Photography Editor
Sharon Arnold - Co-Asst. Editor
Meg M. Doyle - Co-Asst. Editor
Debbie McLaughlin - Business
Editor
Fall - Sharon Arnold
Meg Doyle
Gina Falcone
Karen Lavariere
Winter - Lolita Ulloa
Laura Lyons
Spring - Karen Lavariere
Joanne Rice
Patrice Ruff
Tricia Tunstall
Summer - Louise Sardy
Donna Callaghan
Portraits - Marianne Zona
Mary Clifford
Photographers - Mike Fabbri
Bruce Linnell
Tom Lovely
Nancy Mula
Kathy O'Toole
Martin Velilla
HILLTOP/JAZZ
Two of the organizations on campus
which display more obvious talent are
the Hilltop Players theatrical group and
the newly formed Jazz Ensemble.
The Hilltop Players presents a pro-
duction per semester and much time and
hard work is put in by all the members.
This year the Hilltop Players presented
the annual nightclub featuring campus
talent in the winter semester and the
spring musical "Applause." Both perfor-
mances were attended and appreciated
by many.
The Jazz Ensemble is a newly formed
campus musical group which features
the brassy sound of jazz music. The En-
semble has just been started this year but
many practice hours have already been
put in and it is hoped the group will have
a long and successful career on campus.
70
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WDJM/10 MINS.
The hardworking staff of WDJM re-
cieved a well deserved budget increase
this year to raise their power from 10 to
100 watts.
The radio station has to switch fre-
quencies before the increase can be
made however, so they have engaged
themselves in a frequency search. As
soon as the new frequency is found,
WDJM will be able to service a much
larger area and will have more influence
in the community.
A large number of dedicated students
helped to make WDJM the success it
was this year. It is hoped they will return
to continue the growth of the radio sta-
tion.
One of the mediums of communica-
tion on this campus is the weekly video-
taped show 10-Minutes. Students re-
cieve a course credit for putting out the
show and are responsible for writing,
acting, directing, filming and editing.
The crew changes each semester and
the hard work is always balanced off by
the fun.
72
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GATEPOST
Steven J. Burke - Editoi
Donna Baily
Thomas Beales
Barbara Beck
Steve Blakeney
William Carroll
Jo-Anne Casey
Kathy-Lee Castle
Bob Churchill
Kelly Costa
Paul Davis
Mike Fabbri
Bob German
Kirk Hundley Bob Pulster
Debbie Lands Lee Regan
Karen Lavariere Cindy Sannicandro
Kathv Linnehan Lisa St. Amour
Jackie Li:man Martin P. Yelilla
Desmond F. McCarthy Mike Walsh
Jane Mongello Mark Welsh
Mike O'Neill Ken White
Alex "Mike' Zerchykov

DID SOMEONE
SAY
BEER!
77
X-MAS COTTILLION
The annual Framingham State College
Christmas Cotillion is as inevitable as
snow in the winter.
This year the formal was held at the
Park Plaza in Boston. The food was
plentiful and good and so was the music.
With the addition of available drinks it
was a guarenteed good time for all!
The Junior class plans and sponsers
the event and it is always welcomed by
the other classes. It is hoped the success
of this years Cotillion will be repeated
next year.
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DO YOU KNOW THESE PEOPLE?
H t
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Black And Gold
Alumni Club
Marilyn D. Abrams Class of '66
2133 N. Troy St.
Arlington, VA. 22201
Hallden E. Belhumeur Class of '77
9 Brandywine Terrace
Millis, MA. 02054
Gladys M. Proctor Carter Class of '27
746 Chestnut St.
Manchester, NH. 03104
Best Wishes Graduates:
Marybeth Pomeroy (McCann) Christensen Class of '48
Box #75
Chappaqua, NY. 10514
Eileen T. O'Connor Corbett Class of 'AA
5215 E. Chapman Ave., Space 75
Orange, CA. 92669
Lura Oakes Cushman Class of '22
Box 192A Anchorage
Duxbury, MA. 02332
Elizabeth Waite Gassette Class of '34
647 Gainsboro St.
Deltona, FL. 32725
Dorothy L. Ghizzoni Class of '34
33 Granville Rd.
Cambridge, MA. 02138
Eileen G. Loftus Class of '24
166 Essex St.
Marlboro, MA. 01752
Alice Lund Ohristo Class of '52
46 Shrine Ave.
W. Boylston, MA. 01583
Esther A. Parsons (Mrs. J. Gilbert) Class of '22
1601 Pine Ave.
Winter Park, FL. 32789
Lucy E. Steele Class of '17
18 Old Colony Rd.
Wellesley Hills, MA. 02181
Joan Haas Thomas Class of '53
150 F Ave.
Coronado, CA. 92118
Marion R. Thompson Class of '17
939 Pleasant St.
Framingham, MA. 01701
Eileen M. Costello Tupper Class of '55
18 Mayflower Rd.
Northborough, MA. 01532
Mrs. Nina M. Wiggin Class of '14
R.F.D. 1 - Pond Rd.
Oakland, ME. 04963
Esther T. Woodworth Class of '27
65 Woodcrest Dr.
Wakefield, MA. 01880
Laura A. Yellen Class of '70
46 Meadow Ln., Apt. 3
Bridgewater, MA. 02324
84
The Alumni Association of Framingham state
College Welcomes The Class Of 1980 To
Become Active Members.
ALUHNi HOUiE
5IATE COLLEGE
AT FRAniN&UAn riA
Alumni House
Framingham State College
42 Adams Rd.
Framingham, Mass.
01701
617-872-9770
85
Gustav Abel
Patricia A. Akelaitis
Karen Y. Abu
David Allain Jane F. Amiro
86
Richard K. Andrew
Ellen A. Antonio
Karhv
J. Antalek
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Teresa A. Atkins Donna L. Backus
Carla J. Badorini Kenneth R. Bailey
Elaine S. Ballute
Eileen A. Barrett Lisa A. Bearak
Jacqueline R. Beaudoin Karen J. Beaudry
Susan M. Bennett
Nancy M. Blacquier Patricia A. Blair
89
Diane Blake
Pamela J. Bonini
Sheila A. Bobillier
r
Theresa C. Boudette Susan Boudreau
90
/Elizabeth A. Bradley Paula A. Bradley
Karen E. Brennan
Donna B. Brokaw Michael S. Bryant
91
James H. Buccigross Margaret R. Burgess
Martha M. Burke
Steven Burke Jeanne Cabral
92
Linda M. Calandrella Donna M. Callaghan
Anne Marie Caouette
Karen M. Cardillo
Joan M. Cardinal
93
Janet J. Casey Sister Kathleen Therese Cassidv
> /
Sharon H. Chin
Scott W. Chisholm Robert F. Clark
94
Mary E.A. Clifford Anne Marie Conle
Margaret M. Conley
Karen M. Connelly Gary M. Conner
95
David Connors JoAnn Cotter
u*
Ann Marie Croft
Debra A. Crossman Lisa A. Croteau
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Robert J. Crowley
4 ;
Ronald P. Cryan
\vv 'j>5*
Virginia M. Cumming
t
Gerald J. Cubelli
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Kathleen Curran
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Judith M. Currier
Rita A. Curtis
Marianne Curry
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Helen R. Cyr
Patricia M. Dagle
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Marie Y. Daigneault
Marianne J. Daniel
Patricia A. Damplo
Steven N. Davies Deborah B. Dav
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Karen L. Dearth
Kathi M. Dinneen
Bonnie J. Dibelius
Jacqueline M. DiNuccio Donna M. Donigian
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Janet F. Donovan Theresa M. Driscol
Ruth E. Dube
Donna
J. Dubois Martha J. Dunn
101
Maryann Dunn
^OT \
Jan R. Eliassen
Susan M. Dwyer
Kim W. Eliassen Marci S. En^ler
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Linda M. Enos Michael L. Fabbri
Gail Fairbanks
Diane M. Farwell Paul V. Ferrara
103
Carol A. Finelli Diane E Finney
cs
James S. Fitzgerald
Eileen M. Flaherty Alan
J. Fleming
104
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Cynthia A. Fleming
„st>
Noreen C. Flynn
Norman E. Fletcher
Noreen M. Flynn Patricia Lombardi Fontecchio
105
Ellen M. Franklin
Jacquelyn M. Funder
Susan E. Fuller
Daniel N. Gagnon Vanessa S. Galvanek
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Felix Garcia
>\^
Jonathon O. Gawne
/ /
"I '
Barbara J. Gearin
y
Jane M. Gerrior Fortunee' T. Gershon
10~
Mary Jeanne Giannoccari
Edwin C. Gilman, Jr.
Lisa R. Gibbs
Darian Girard Julie A. Gittleson
108
Katherine A. Glennon
Sheryl D. Goffin
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Brian J. Glynn
Sally A. Goodick
StephanyJ. Goodman
109
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Joanne T. Goodwin Theresa M. Goodwin
Lisa M. Gould
Leo J. Govoni
Gregory F. Grande
110
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James J. Greaney
%
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Diane M. Griswold
>
Michael M. Greenburg
Frank V. Grodzicki Pamela J. Gusha
111
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Linnea M. Hallberg
Helen Harris
Kimberly M. Hannigan
Mary P. Hartung Edith A. Hatfield
112
Linda J. Hayes
Mary Elizabeth Heffernan
Michael J. Heavey
Susan C. Heis Nancy M. Hendy
113
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Gregory P. Hescock Robert Hickey
*
Patricia M. Hogan
Gail A. Hough Beverly J. Hubley
114
\Richard Hucksam Susan M. Huff
—flfl
Michael D. Hughes
Denise A. Huxlev Mary Beth Jacques
115
Mary Beth Jones Alice J. Judge
Margaret R. Judge
Joan D. Kantor Kostas Kavalaris
116
Coleen Kean
* 4 » *
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William Keaveny
Donna L. Kearns
Joanne M. Keegan Lisa C. Keith
117
Lorraine G. Keniston
Doreen F. Kleinschmidt
.
**
.
Kevin M. Kilouff
\
Linda
J. Krause Geraldine P. Krupika
118
Dorothea Kulch Suellen Kutenplon
Karen L. Lampasona
Yee - oi Lam Monique D. Laroie
119
Nancy L. Larson
Janice E. Leaman
John T. Lavallee
Ruth A. Leary Janice H. LeBlanc
120
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Corinne M. Leone
Deborah Leyden
Jann E. Levesque
Rebecca D. Lindberg Kathleen Linnehan
121
mJulia R. Livingston
Robert W. Lubold, Jr.
David E. Lowrv
Maureen E. Lyden Eileen M. Lynch
122
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Mary Mac Dougal
Patricia F. Manthorne
40
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Nancy L. Maloney
Carol A. Mantia Annmarie Mara
123
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Irene M. Marshal Carol A. Marti
Margaret A. Mathewson
Maria M. Mayo Susan J. Mazzariello
124
Eileen M. McCabe Marion A. McCarthy
&^
Anthony J. McCook
William McGann David W. McGinty
125
3Carolyn W. Mclhatten Ellen M. McKenzie
Mary C. McKeon
Laura A. McLaughlin Sharon A. McLaughlin
126
Jane F. McManus
Beth A. Medeiros
Elaine M. McNutt
Joan M. Merchant Janis E. Michienzi
127
Jayne Mistretta Barbara P. Mitchell
Sandra K. Montgomery
t
Sheree A. Morgan Peter J. Moynihan
128
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Nancy D. Mula Jane E. Murphy
Mary J. Murphy
Rosemary Murphy Scott J. Murray
129
Karen E. Murtagh
" \
Robert B. Neff
Cheryl A. Nelson
Anthony M. Nannini
Hermon F. Newcomb
130
Janie D. P. Nguyen Maria J. Nicolosi
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Marie Nolan
Daniel O'Brien Peggy O'Brien
131
Cindy T. Ockerbloom
Kathleen M. Ohnemus
Susan A. O'Connell
Donna L. Ohristo Margaret O'Keefe
132
{Denice A. O'Neil
/*$ ^Ti
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Mark A. Oram
Michael O'Nei
S*
>
Karen Ostergaard
Sheila A. Owen
133
Elena M. Paglierani Jayne T. Pagnini
Laura C. Paine
Jane C. Patrikas Gail P. Peabody
134
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Geoffrey Perks Babette Perry
Virginia M. Perry
Stephen R. Phaneuf David A. Pimentel
135
Janice Pink
r
Jane E. Polucha
Paul E. Pizza
Linda Porcella Kathleen A. Prince
136
Bette L. Proulx Robert I. Pulster
Mary E. Quinn Kathy Raleigh
137
Lisa L. Rand
Margaret E. Robertson
Alice M. Riley
Marie E. Robidoux Mark R. Robinson
138
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Diane R. Rosseau
Lorna J. Ruby
Harvey H. Rubinovitz
V\
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Marianne Rueeiero Diana L. Ryder
139
Deborah G. Sadzewicz
Lynn Salvesen
IJ
Mary P. Salmon
Gina Salvucci Louise Sardy
140
Stacy G. Sawyer Dorothy L. Scharrien
Debra A. Schmitt
Marie A. Schultz Patrice Sciacca
141
John F. Serino Maureen E. Shea
Diane C. Sheridan
Gretchen A. Shomberg Alvin L. Shope
142
Nancy E. Sidlauskas
\^»»
Ruthann M. Sienko
Joseph P. Silveira
Shirley A. Simm Nancy A. Sitta
143
Cheryl A. Solberg
Susan E. Sperlich
B&fRSF
James L. Sould
Cynthia L. Stevens Walter A. Stewart
144
Shari Strouse Vicki Stultz
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Richard B. Sugarman Anne Marie Sullivan
Barbara M. Sullivan
Eleanor Sullivan Mary E. Sullivan
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Mary P. Sullivan Carol A. Susienka
Marie E. Tarjan
Barbara R. Taylor Kimberly A. Thistle
147
Lynn A. Thompson
...
v
Mark Thompson
Darlene M. Titus
Eileen M. Tobin Frances A. Tortorici
148
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Lisa J. Toscano
Ruth Tupper
Wayne A. Twombly
David J. Vachon Beverly Viola
149
Rodolfo Viscomi
(
Cynthia A. Waddick
Julie Waaramaa
Kathleen Waggett Tso Lai Wah
150
Gaynelle K. Weiss
Pamela J. Welch
Judith M. Welsford William H. Wile
151
Jean Wojtowicz Anna Wong
*'*"*
Bradford R. Woolf
Alison D. Woolf
Laurel B. Worne
152
Lam Yeeoz Kathy Yergeau
Linda A. Zaccaria
153
Candace R. Zalesky Dorothy A. Zarba
Marianne Zona
154
In Memoriam
Debra Gale Osier
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2ND DIRECTOR
RESIGNS
Almost before the dust could
settle ftom Sue Seigel's resigna-
tion, Allan Wallach, Acting Direc-
tor of the College Center resigned
and further surprised the school.
Known school-wide as "Eli",
Wallach left for another position
with Joston's American Yearbook
Company.
His leaving put Ellen Lowe in
the Director's position. Lowe had
started on the College Center
managerial staff only months prior
to this.
'.'-.'
BOSTON'S 350TH
ANNIVERSARY
TALL SHIPS . . .
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BOOZE CRUISE
The Booze Cruise, it comes every
year, and remains an unforgetable exper-
ience for those that attend.
The cruise ship took its passengers
around Boston Harbour on a beautiful
and picturesque evening.
Sponsored by the Sophomore Class
for May Day Weekend, this cruise has
become a tradition that members of all
classes delight in taking advantage of.
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LET'S ROLLER SKATE!
Following the new national -craze,
F.S.C. hit the pavement - on ROLLER
SKATES!
Many students showed their ability in
this new sport, while others courageous-
ly clung to nearby cars and passersby.
For a mere $1.00 students could rent
the skates and enjoy themselves doing
something other than studying - avoid-
ing serious injury!
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SANDBOX
One of the social events of the season
occurs twice a year and is called the
Sandbox. "The Sandbox?" you may ask.
Further notes of inquiry are sounded
after finding out this great social event
takes place in the great outdoors.
But these are the only notes which
sound off key because the Sandbox is an
outdoor concert. The superior talents of
Framingham State College are featured,
including a few returning alumni. This
year's Spring Sandbox included Tim
Danahy and Diane Tull, two recently
graduated FSC students.
Begining in the early afternoon and
humming up to a fever pitch after dark
sometime, the Sandbox is perfect for
music -lovers, party -lovers, nature -lovers
and just plain lovers.
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POUSETTE DART & NRBQ
Pousette Dart and NRBQ appeared in
concert at F.S.C. April 13, 1980, and the
combination prooved to be a winning
one. The two bands played to a sold out
and appreciative audience that Sunday
night and deserved the cheers and ap-
plause lavished on them. This was The
Pousette Dart Band's second appearance
here at F.S.C. and each time they were
met with enthusiasm and will be wel-
comed back if they choose to come.
166
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APPLAUSE!
The Hilltop Players presented their
Spring musical, "Applause," April 10 and
12 and the cast was composed of a vary-
ing group of people from the college
community. There were: 4 basketball
players, 1 policeman, 5 artists, 4 psych,
majors, 1 mother, 10 dancers and two
persons who were listed in Who's Who
in American Colleges and Universi-
ties. Between them, the cast had an ac-
cumulation of approximately 30 years of
music experience, 40 years of dance and
60 years of acting experience.
It is not often students get the chance
to see theater such as this so cheaply,
and "Applause" provided an evening of
fun and music for all that took advan-
tage of it.
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SR. COUNTDOWN
Senior Countdown is the beginning of
the festivities which continue through
to graduation. Exactly 80 days before
graduation, seniors solemly gathered at
McMahan's and celebrated the begining
of the end. With some underclassmen to
help them get started, members of the
class of 1980 partied well into the even-
ing.
X - F.S.C. student Tim Danahy pro-
vided the music and that was enough of
a guarentee that the night would long be
remembered, or not remembered?
170
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PARENT SENIOR DINNER DANCE
A traditional part of senior year is the
Parent -Senior Dinner Dance. Here Sen-
iors get to proudly show off the parents
who have worked so hard to get them
where they are and parents get the op-
portunity to have a night out with their
soon-to-graduate daughters and sons.
Whether parent or senior, however,
good food and a memorable evening is
guarenteed for all.
\
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LUAU TIME!
Students at F.S.C. are constantly com-
plaining about the cafeteria food which
they are forced to eat or starve. One
evening in March unwary students wan-
dered into the cafeteria and were met
with a pleasant surprise. Luau Night was
one of the many "Specialty Nights"
which the cafeteria puts on to give a
little variety to the same day to day
menu.
Students were presented with leis as
they entered the caf and then were given
the opportunity to feast on ribs, shrimp,
beef tariaki, watermelon and other mel-
lons, different salads and breads and just
about anything else found in a Hawain
paradise. Many agreed that this was one
of the best meals served by the cafeteria.
174
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DOUBLE DYNAMITE
With the drinking age now 20 years
old in Massachusetts, activities that in-
cluded alcoholic beverages were few and
far between. Students at Framingham
State College were treated, however, to a
Double Dynamite Weekend last spring.
This explosive weekend included two
(count them!), yes two happy hours in
one weekend. They were both in the
gym and included beer, wine and live
music. And, as usual, the rule of the two
evenings was drink and have fun.
176
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MAY DAY
Every Spring the flowers bloom and
the young fall in love. As inevitable as
these occurances is the Framingham
State College Sophomore Class' May
Day Weekend.
The crowning glory of this weekend
is the semi -formal dinner dance which
took place this year at the Chateau
D'Ville in Framingham. A meal and live
music is provided and the drinks are
plentiful - and therefore, so is the fun.
178
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COMEDY NIGHT
On the lighter side of F.S.C. life, stu-
dents were treated to an evening of
Comedy last spring.
Guests were treated to a BYOB spa-
getti diner as they chuckled to the antics
of campus and area comedy talent. The
jokes and the alcohol flowed freely and
plenty of laughs were provided for all.
By the way, did you here the one
about the woman with the glass eye? I
said to her, "Aggie," I said
. . .
Or what about the woman with the
wooden leg - "Peg," I said . . .
That was so funny, I forgot to laugh.
YUK, YUK! mm
mi
CAREER SYMPOSIUM
A large department of the Fra-
mingham State College curiculum is
Home Economics. Every year, the stu-
dents in this program have the opportu-
nity to attend the Home Economics Ca-
reer Symposium. The Symposium is put
on by the F.S.C. Home Economics Club
and includes dinner, speakers and panel
discussions. All to help Home Economic
majors plan their future, and provide
helpful hints for employment in this
field.
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ROSTER
Charlie Athas - first base
Jim Belforte - left field
Ross Clark - right field - Captain
Pete Greer - pitcher
Bill Johnson - pitcher
Steve Kohane - center field
Dave Lopez - short stop
Tom Morgan - pitcher
Peter Savard - catcher
George Sawtell - third base
Tom Shay - center field
Skip Stocker - pitcher
Ron Thomas - second base
Curt Ridley - pitcher
Bob Watson - Pitcher
Head Coach
Mark Driscoll
9^
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ART GALLERY
Framingham State College has a bit of
the art world right on campus. Every
month, a new art show is prepared and
set up for display by the Art Activists
Club. The displays are shown in the Art
Gallery in the College Center and range
from area artists to a student show
which is pictured here.
The opening of a show each month is
accompanied by a wine and cheese re-
ception. Looked at in this light, the Art
Gallery provides food for both the souls
and bodies of FSC students.
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DANCE-A-THON
Students of Framingham State Col-
lege had a good time this spring while
helping a worthy cause at the Second
Annual Dance-a-thon.
Sponsored by the FSC Student Gov-
ernment, this year's Dance-a-thon was
for the benefit of the Pearl Street House,
a half-way house for troubled teenagers.
The affair was catered by Interstate
United and the music was provided by
several live bands and FSC's own radio
station, WDJM.
Overall, this year's Dance-a-thon was
a success for the Pearl Street House, the
dancers and the onlookers.
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WHERE ELSE .
Framingham State College has its
share of fun-loving( ?) students and the
antics increase as the weather gets
warmer . . .
A strole across campus can turn up a
variety of sights and makes one wonder .
Where else but at FSC?
BUT FSC!
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SPRING . . .
When the warm weather comes spirits
rise and all uneccessary clothing comes
off. Sun worshipers are seen soaking up
those rays and students line sidewalks
looking over the opposite sex.
The most important thought bloom-
ing in the sunshine, however, is what is
going to be done with all the spare time
found on one's hands once summer
break rolls around.
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OLYMPIC
BOYCOTT
In a television interview, Sunday, January 27, 1980, Pres. Jimmy
Carter declared publicly what he has been saying for several weeks: If
the Soviet Union refuses to pull its troops out of Afghanistan within a
month, the U.S. will seek to have the 1980 Summer Olympic Games
pulled out of Moscow- and, failing that, to get as many nations as
possible to join America in boycotting the Games entirely.
The president's hard-nosed attempt to use the Olympics as a
diplomatic lever has already triggered bitter debate around the world.
It has divided athletes, upset the international Olympics movement,
worried businessmen who have a stake in the Moscow Games and
threatened to isolate the U.S. from many of it allies. But with few
other options available to punish Soviet aggression, Carter is trying to
rally the free world to make participation in the 1980 Olympics a true
moral equivalent of war. "The bottom line," he told senior aides at a
White House meeting last week, "is that if the Soviets are not out of
Afghanistan, we are not going."
Newsweek
January 28, 1980
^H
For the first four months of the campaign, Jimmy
Carter seemed the man who had everything: a frightening
inflation, an encroaching recession, an erratic foriegn poli-
cy, a stalemated hostage crisis in Iran- and, in spite of it
all, a runaway head start toward nomination for four more
years as President. But in the end of March in New York
and Connecticut, the stewing discontents of the voters
boiled over and carried Edward M. Kennedy's hitherto
luckless candidacy to a stunning double victory.
The sweep brought a surge of hope, money and volun-
teers back to Teddy at a point when his handlers, antici-
pating yet another shellacking, had called up a draft
speech announcing his withdrawal from the race.
And the race for the 1980 Democratic nomination for
President continues.
Meanwhile, in the Republican Party camp, Ronald
Reagan collected 79 of 123 GOP delegates in the New
York Primary- to George Bush's six. Though Bush won
the Primary in his home state of Connecticut the same
day, Reagan took 14 of 35 delegates, a good share in a
state that gave him none in 1976.
Turning to GOP candidateJohn Anderson, word seems
to be seeping out of his campaign that despite the opposi-
tion of some loyalist staffers, a sort of two -track effort
was in the works to put Anderson in position to run on his
own while still maintaining his bid for the Republican
nomination. "I think John's impulses are in a third -party
direction," said one longtime confident. "He's begining to
think there's a cause there."
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SENIOR WEEK SCHEDULE
Sunday
Surf n Turf
Monday
Martha's Vineyard
Ground Round Nite
Tuesday
Graduation Rehearsal
Newport Jai Lai
Wednesday
Clambake at Duxbury Beach
Jim Plunkett at Lamed
Fanieul Hall Bars
Thursday
Outdoor Concert - Oreos
Midnite Deli
Friday
Commencement Ball
Saturday
Hopkinton State Park Cookout
Remember When Happy Hour
Sunday
Ecumenical Service
Commencement Reception
sa-5^
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"APOLOGIES!!
Due to a delay in film develop-
ment, we were not able to place all
of the Senior Week events in the
1980 "Dial".
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Dedication
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF
STUDENTS
Wendy Noyes
Hard Work And
Dedication To FSC
And The Class Of 1980
Has Endeared Wendy
To Us. There Is
None More Deserving
The Dedication Of
The 1980 Dial Than
Wendy Noyes. The
Whole School Salutes
You.
^^^^^^MIM
DIAL
PHOTOGRAPHY
STAFF
To my staff,
I personaly want to thank each one of you for a
job well done. I know at one time or another you
had to sacrafice some time for me and I appreciate
your effort. I couldn't have done it without you.
Thanks & Good Luck
Joe Forte
Photo Editor; Joe Forte
Photo Staff;
Kathy O'Toole Ray Blake
Andy Miller Mike Fabbri
Lee Regan Tom Lovely
Jill Fitzgerald Martin Vellila
Nancy Muller Jeff Stone
^
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Sheila A. Bobillier
14 Geraldine Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Christine R. Centola
15 Chatham Lane
Waltham, 02154
Robert J. Crowley
170 Elgin Street
Newton, MA 02159
Gail M. Fairbanks
361 Lake Street
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Jill Fitzgerald
900 Shirley Street
Winthrop, MA 02152
Patricia L. Fontecchio
111 North Street
Medfield, MA 02052
Vanessa S. Galvanek
10 Ingalls Road
Tyngsboro, MA 01879
Kimberly M. Hannigan
74 Webster Street
Randolph, MA 02368
Patricia M. Hogan
810 Great Plain Avenue
Needham, MA 02192
Denise A. Huxley
7 Westmoreland Road
Hingham, MA 02043
Shirley Kathan-Sayess
21 Walcott Valley Drive
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Kathleen M. Linnehan
40 Hazel Avenue
Scituate, MA 02066
Mark F. Logue
348 South Street
Medfield, MA 02052
Jayne E. Mistretta
228 Water Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Maria J. Nicolosi
54 Birch Road
Andover, MA 01801
Dorothy L. Schavrien
12 Lee Lane
Medway, MA 02053
Diane C. Sheridan
8 Lombard Street
Plymouth, MA 02360
Carole Ann Smith
11 Emily Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Jacquelyn M. Stein
10 Lawnfair Street
Worcester, MA 01602
Marie B. Viola
115 Offutt Road
Bedford, MA 01730
Laura Lee Wheeler
Margaret M. Winsor
101 Main Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Tina L. Wojtal
893A Beech Street
Fort Devens, MA 01433
Betty J. Youse
21 Cherokee Road
Acton, MA 01720
BIOLOGY
Ellen A. Antonio
18 Beckett Street
Peabody, MA 01960
Priscilla J. Bailey
513 Normandy Drive
Norwood, MA 02062
Mitchell E. Bradley
51 Woodland Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
James H. Buccigross
201 Valley Road
Needham, MA 02192
Catherine A. Carbone
252 Belmont Street
Fitchburg, MA 01420
Majorie C. Coggeshall
18 Cedar Road
Dover, MA 02030
Gary M. Conner
16 Ash Street
Natick, MA 01760
Michelle A. Cormier
139 Howe Street
Natick, MA 01760
Joseph M. deVeer
33 Colonial Road
Medfield, MA 02052
Jacqueline M. Di Nuccio
21 Staples Avenue
Everett, MA 02149
Janet F. Donovan
9 Charles Drive
Canton, MA 02021
Christie L. Eckes-Myrabo
Farrar Road
Lincoln, MA 01773
Eileen M. Flaherty
180 Old Conn Path
Framingham, MA 01701
Norman E. Fletcher
30 Westgate Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Noreen C. Flynn
156 West Street
Reading, MA 01867
Brian J. Glynn
95 Main Street
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Southboro, MA 01772
Richard H. Hayes
16 Peterson Road
Natick, MA 01760
Michael J. Heavey
6 Sanford Street
Medway, MA 02053
Susan J. Hovencamp
139 Winter Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Mary Beth Jacques
48 Cottage Street
Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164
Timothy P. Kelley
89 Drake Road
Burlington, MA 01803
Donna A. Kibort
125 Weston Street
Waltham, MA 02154
Kathleen M. Mahan
172 Concord Street
Holliston, MA 01746
Michelle T. McClure
18 Parkman Street
Natick, MA 01760
Karen E. Murtagh
4 Martinack Avenue
Peabody, MA 01960
Janie Dzung Phuong Nguyen
55 Polaris Lane
Tewksbury, MA 01876
William R. O'Connell
18 Fenwood Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Karen Ostergaard
48 Wesson Road
N. Grafton, MA 01536
Robert M. Rifchin
10 Cypress Road
Natick, MA 01760
Mark R. Robinson
24 Mendon Street
Hopedale, MA 01747
Richard P. Smith
432 Norfolk Street
Holliston, MA 01746
Anne Marie Sullivan
243 Prospect Street
Norwood, MA 02062
William R. Werner
10 Bellwood Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Steven M. Wild
15 Chestnut Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Kathleen M. Yergeau
49 Fitzgerald Road
E. Springfield, MA 01104
CHEMISTRY
Paula J. Canelli
37 Danforth Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Roger W. Colson
35 W. Central Street
Natick, MA 01760
Craig S. Macomber
159 Weston Road
Wellesley, MA 02181
William J. McGann
42 Kilmer Avenue
Taunton, MA 02780
Beth Ann Medeiros
1 Hillside Road
Littleton, MA 01460
Cheryl Parsons
141 Homer Avenue
Ashland, MA 01720
Barbara R. Taylor
133 Root Road
Somers, MA 06071
David J. Vachon
6 Ridge Road
Marlboro, MA 01752
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Patricia J. Blake
12 Shute Street
Everett, MA 02149
Pamela J. Bonini
27 Willis Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Karen E. Brennan
4 Gannett Road
Natick, MA 01760
Michael S. Bryant
158 Longhill Road
Franklin, MA 02038
Margaret R. Burgess
86 Holland Drive
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028
Ronald P. Cryan
40 S. Main Street
Middleton, MA 01949
Daniel J. Fennelly
177 Hayden Rowe Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Donald R. German
Lanesbord Mountain Road
Cheshire, MA 01225
James J. Greaney
120 Farnum Drive
Holyoke, MA 01040
Linda J. Hayes
70 Prescott Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Kostas Kavalaris
532 Tremont Street
Boston, MA 02116
Jann E. Levesque
137 County Road
E. Freetown, MA 02717
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Gregory T. Livingstone
20 Montgomery Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
David E. Lowry
101 Main Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Gennard V. Mauriello
60 Mt. Vernon Street
Arlington, MA 02174
Daniel L. Maxwell
7 Pine Hill Road
Southboro, MA 01772
Harvey H. Rubinovitz
15 Bonito Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Charles J. Stakus
57 Avon Street
Taunton, MA 02780
Michael E. Tessier
7 Webster Road
Ashland, MA 01721
Wayne A. Twombly
7 King Street
Wakefield, MA 01880
Anna S. Wong
29 C Village Court
Boston, MA 02116
Cristo Y. Wong
5 Oak Street
Boston, MA 02116
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES
Donna M. Callaghan
23 Lane Avenue
East Weymouth, MA 02189
Debra A. Crossman
4 Old Ridge Road
Canton, MA 02021
Ellen M. Franklin
19 Hollywood Road
Winchester, MA 01890
Karen L. Lampasona
195 E. Union Street
Ashland, MA 01721
Carolyn W. Mcilhatten
42 Concord Road
Acton, MA 01720
Mary C. Mckeon
25 Lawrence Drive
Longmeadow, MA 01106
Susan A. O'Connell
132 May Street
Worcester, MA 01602
Kathleen M. Ohnemus
49 Gunwhale Way
Yarmouthport, MA 02675
Sheila A. Owen
112 Franklin Street
Wrentham, MA 02093
Kathleen D. Raleigh
260 Winton Street
Springfield, MA 01118
Gina M. Salvucci
23 Eddy Street
W. Newton, MA 02165
Gretchen A. Shomberg
202 Tremont Street
Duxbury, MA 02332
Nancy A. Sitta
194 Westerly Road
Plymouth, MA 02360
Patricia A. Sullivan
Judith M. Welsford
43 Strathmore Circle
Braintree, MA 02184
EARLY CHILDHOOD
Teresa A. Atkins
25 Treasure Island Road
Plainville, MA 02762
Nancy M. Blacquier
5 Lakeside Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Carolee A. Callahan
13 Hickory Lane
Hudson, MA 01749
Lisa A. Croteau
71 Lovering Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
Rita A. Curtis
51 Higgins Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Patricia M. Dagle
4 Hadley Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Deborah B. Davis
55 Auburn Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Donna J. Dubois
61 North Street
N. Reading, MA 01864
Dorian E. Girard
147 Seminole Avenue
Waltham, MA 02154
Diane M. Griswold
121 Chestnut Street
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028
Linda J. Grubstein
19 Joyce Road
Wayland, MA 01778
Joan L. Hebden
3 Hilldale Place
Ashland, MA 01721
Kim W. Eliassen
5 Ridge Road
Marlboro, MA 01752
Marianne Zona
9 Birch Lane
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Beverly J. Hubley
71 Ceder Road
Longmeadow, MA 01106
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Donna M. Johnson
277 Rivemeck Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Kathryn Lucey
165 Concord Street
Newton, MA 02162
Nancy L. Maloney
8 Lawrence Road
Wellesley, MA 02181
Eileen M. McCabe
227 North Street
Salem, MA 01970
Marylou E. Musacchio
12 Fern Way
Bedford, MA 01730
643 Crane Avenue
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Nancy E. Sidlaukas
5 Sunset Hill Road
Roslindale, MA 02131
Shirley A. Simm
16 Hardwick Road
Natick, MA 01760
Mary P. Sullivan
1077 Greendale Avenue
Needham, MA 02192
Lizabeth L. Swift
23 Brookdale Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
Patricia A. Chrisom
20 Kevin Road
Milton, MA 02186
Nancy E. Civello
35 Queens Way
Framingham, MA 01701
Susan L. Curtis
192 Southville Road
Southboro, MA 01772
Patricia A. Damplo
4 Judith Road
Natick, MA 01760
Laura-Ann Dolan
729 Belmont Street
Belmont, MA 02178
Cheryl A. Nelson
376 Arlington Street
Acton, MA 01720
Elizabeth A. O'Connor
25 Hillside Road
Dedham, MA 02026
Gail P. Peabody
8 Richardson Road
Hudson, MA 01749
Mary E. Quinn
870 E. Fifth Street
South Boston, MA 02127
Linda D. Race
150 Hayden Rowe Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Lisa L. Rand
32 Pearl Street
Melrose, MA 02176
Darlene L. Rose
8 Washington Street
Mendon, MA 01756
Mary P. Salmon
74 Littles Avenue
Pembroke, MA 02359
Maureen E. Shea
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Jane E. Amiro
Hobshole Lane
Plymouth, MA 02360
Karen J. Beaudry
40 Robin Road
Westboro, MA 01581
Susan M. Bennett
8 Karen Avenue
Medway, MA 02053
Mary Bigwood
40 Willis Lake Drive
Sudbury, MA 01776
Paula Bradley
74 Fenno Road
Newton Center, MA 02159
David Cachopa
286 Morton Street
Stoughton, MA 02072
Janet Casey
57 Indian Trail
Centerville, MA 02632
Daniel G. Caulfield
35 Sargent Street
Cambridge, MA 02140
Jane E. Giard
111 S. Main Street
Bellingham, MA 02019
Eileen P. Hickey
9 Lawndale Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Cynthia L. Hougham
71 Winfield Street
Needham, MA 02192
Alice J. Judge
164 Union Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Lisa C. Keith
20 Mackay Drive
Marlboro, MA 01752
Janice E. Leaman
263 Potter Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Laurie A. Lenzi
21 Whitney Street
Milford, MA 01757
Diana M. Nunnaley
123 Orchard Street
Millis, MA 02054
Stephen R. Phaneuf
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117 Cottage Street
Hudson, MA 01749
Margaret E. Robertson
Box 55
Lebanon Springs, NY 12114
Marianne Ruggiero
5 Nancy Road
Milford, MA 01757
Stacy G. Sawyer
82 Ridgeview Terrace
Westfield, MA 01085
Adelle M. Scansaroli
29 Bates Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Joseph P. Silveira
1192 Russells Mills Road
Dartmouth, MA 02714
Kimberly A. Thistle
10 Stillwell Avenue
Norfolk, MA 02056
Darlene M. Titus
5 C. Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Ruth M. Tupper
18 Mayflower Road
Northboro, MA 10532
Katherine S. Whittemore
795 Edmands Road
Framingham, MA 01701
ENGLISH
Gustav A. Abel
35 Harrington Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Elizabeth A. Bradley
2149 Commonwealth Avenue
Newton, MA 02166
Kathryn E. Bryant
17 Raymond Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Steven J. Burke
2 Violet Road
Burlington, MA 01803
Janice E. Cannon
9 Clark Road
Medfield, MA 02052
Lora J. Caputo
Sprucewood Circle
Boxford, MA 01921
Robert F. Clark
10 Laurence Road
Woburn, MA 01801
Carol S. Edwards
11 Bigelow Road
Southboro, MA 01772
Susan C. Heiss
65 Gertrude Road
Dalton, MA 01226
George Jordan
16 Kingsbury Street
Framingham, MA 01701
William P. Keaveny
100 Kenoza Street
Haverhill, MA 01830
Paul J. Leblanc
320 Crescent Street
Waltham, MA 02154
Elizabeth Lusas
6 Avalon Road
Stoneham, MA 02180
Joanne J. MacKay
84 Highland Avenue
Westfield, MA 01085
David W. McGinty
28 Conant Street
Acton, MA 01720
Laura A. McLaughlin
107 Main Street
Marion, MA 02738
Sharon A. McLaughlin
14 Darnell Road
Worcester, MA 01606
Barbara F. Mitchell
184 Circuit Road
Winthrop, MA 02152
Jane E. Murphy
5 Woodmere Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Christopher K. Navratil
9 Tara Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Daniel P. O'Brien
33 Sykes Road
Seekonk, MA 02771
David G. Raphael
7 Schaller Street
Wellesley, MA 02181
James D. Simonson
184 Carpenter Road
Whitinsville, MA 01588
Linda A. Starr
253 High Street
Acton, MA 01720
William P. Sullivan
23 Danforth Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Lynn A. Thompson
939 Pleasant Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Gaynelle K. Weiss
1 Lee Anne Circle
Sudbury, MA 01776
Bradford R. Woolf
17 Payne Road
Newton Highland, MA 02161
Alexander M. Zerchykov
3 Third Street
Maynard, MA 01754
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ECONOMICS
Kathy J. Antalek
27 Morses Pond Road
Wellesley, MA 02181
Eileen A. Barrett
16 Armstrong Circle
Braintree, MA 02184
Stephen R. Blakeney
264 Potter Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Donna B. Brokaw
106 Glen View Street
Upton, MA 01568
Martha M. Burke
35 Ellicott Street
Needham, MA 02192
Scott W. Chisholm
20 Oakland Street
Newton, MA 02158
Mary E. Clifford
10 Carleton Road
Rochdale, MA 01542
Francis X. Connors
10 Keel Cape Drive
S. Yarmouth, MA 02664
James K. Dalton
60 Commons Drive
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Bonnie J. Dibelius
7 Riverview Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Lea K. Duell
87 Georgetown Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Susan M. Dwyer
14 Cushing Hill
Norwell, MA 02061
Paul D. Everett
7 Surrey Lane
Sherborn, MA 01770
Cynthia J. Ferguson
177 Main Street
Clinton, MA 01510
Mary J. Giannoccari
24 Albion Avenue
Stoneham, MA 02180
Katherine A. Glennon
6 Muskett Drive
Acton, MA 01720
Gail A. Hough
85 Lura Lane
Waltham, MA 02154
Kirk G. Hundley
129 Duck Hill road
Duxbury, MA 02332
Randy M. Jacques
334 E. Hartford Avenue
Uxbridge, MA 01569
William A. Kenney
9 Williams Street
Medway, MA 02053
Julia R. Livingston
216 Cherry Street
W. Newton, MA 02165
Robert W. Lubold
55 Woodruff Road
Walpole, MA 02081
Eileen M. Lynch
12 Yale Street
S. Hadley, MA 01075
Kathleen J. Maddocks
17 Crestwood Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Marguerite M. Mailhot
8 Bryant Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Robert C. Martel
21 Island Park Road
Ipswich, MA 01938
Carol A. Martilli
45 Autumn Road
W. Springfield, MA 01089
Marc A. Miranda
64 Maple Street
Marlboro, MA 01752
Maureen K. Molinari
120 Nason Hill Road
Sherborn, MA 01770
Michael T. Murphy
110 Spring Street
Stoneham, MA 02180
Scott J. Murray
126 Oakcrest Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Anthony M. Nannini
1327 Great Plain Avenue
Needham, MA 02192
Joseph P. O'Brien
21 Knollwood Road
Medfield, MA 02052
Alice M. Riley
93 Hemlock Street
Arlington, MA 02174
John F. Serino
119 Dana Road
West Roxbury, MA 02132
Alvin L. Shope
21 Kendall Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
Susan E. Sperlich
77 Donna Road
Bellingham, MA 02019
Marie E. Tarjan
55 Copeland Street
Waltham, MA 02154
John R. Trzcinski
434 Hollis Street
Framingham, MA 01701
William H. Wile
5 Manning Street
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Ipswich, MA 01938
Constantinos Zavras
1169 W. Pleasant Street
Brockton, MA 02401
EARTH SCIENCE
Steven N. Davies
87 N. High Street
Foxboro, MA 02035
Mark R. Demko
74 Tuck Road
Manchester, MA 06040
James S. Fitzgerald
266 Central Street
Mansfield, MA 02048
Kerry L. Hurd
3 Westview Road
Medfield, MA 02052
Martin A. Kuo
20 Collier Road
Scituate, MA 02066
Albert J. Lepage
18 Oakdale Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Leonard V. Martino
45 Downey Street
Watertown, MA 02173
Elaine S. Ballute
184 Danforth Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Ellyn L. Baltz
28 Robinson Road
Lexington, MA 02173
Elaine M. Barca
28 Bicknell Street
Foxboro, MA 02035
Jacqueline R. Beaudoin
28 Center Street
Segreganset, MA 02773
Cynthia I. Biernson
322 Holden Wood Road
Concord, MA 01742
Linda M. Calandrella
53 James Street
Arlington, MA 02174
Eileen F. Carroll
245 E. Lothrop Street
Beverly, MA 01915
Kathleen T. Cassidy
54 Jeffreys Neck Road
Ipswich, MA 01938
Sharon H. Chin
22 Charles Street
Hyde Park, MA 02136
James F. Clark
18 Hancock Street
Boston, MA 02114
Karen M. Connelly
23 Parklawn Road
West Roxbury, MA 02132
Joann Cotter
18 Colwell Drive
Dedham, MA 02026
Marianne J. Danieli
29 Ash Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Maryanne Dunn
103 Norfolk Street
Quincy, MA 02170
Carol A. Finelli
39 Melbourne Avenue
Newtonville, MA 02160
Linda L. Fogg
448 Old Conn Path #4
Framingham, MA 01701
Paul R. Grasso
39 Joy Street
Boston, MA 02114
Timothy M. Harrington
33 Jones Terrace
Stoughton, MA 02072
David H. Jean
25 Petersborough Street
Boston, MA 02115
Cynthia Kazanjian
19 Albamont Road
Winchester, MA 01890
Doreen F. Kleinschmidt
143 Cottage Street
East Boston, MA 02128
Linda J. Krause
67 Apple Dor Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Ruth A. Leary
420 High Street
Lisa J. Leon
28 Tubwreck Drive
Dover, MA 02030
Maureen E. Lyden
18 Berkeley Street
Portland, MA 04103
Carol A. Mantia
51 Vine Street
Reading, MA 01867
Elaine M. McNutt
106 Arlington Street
Brighton, MA 02135
Sandra K. Montgomery
11 Carriage Hill Road
Andover, MA 01810
Rosemary Murphy
37 Buckingham Road
Wollaston, MA 02170
Joanne M. Noonan
333 Forest Street
Marshfield, MA 02050
Linda E. O'Brien
27 Oak Hill Drive
Walpole, MA 02081
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Donna L. Ohristo
46 Shrine Avenue
West Boylston, MA 01583
Elena M. Paglierani
147 Vassall Street
Quincy, MA 02170
Sandra E. Paris
48 E. Circle Drive
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028
Babette Perry
4449 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02745
Kathleen A. Prince
64 Donnybrook Road
Brighton, MA 02135
Kathleen M. Raftery
366 Union Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
Deborah G. Sadzewicz
70 Thornton Avenue
Methuen, MA 01844
Louise M. Sardy
30 Orange Street
Woburn, MA 01801
Jacqueline A. St. Cyr
8 Larch Street
Millis, MA 02054
Shari Strouse
106 Rumford Avenue
Mansfield, MA 02048
Hanna P. Strowman
173 No. Main Street
Natick, MA 01760
Vicki E. Stultz
25 Balch Avenue
Groveland, MA 01834
Cathy A. Sullivan
16 Loker Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Eleanor A. Sullivan
Wilbur Street
Blackstone, MA 01504
Mary E. Sullivan
22 Overhill Road
Enfield, MA 06082
Carol A. Susienka
1034 Hill Street
Whittinsville, MA 01588
Lisa J. Toscano
33 Cedar Road
Holden, MA 01520
Melissa A. Toulan
31 Frederick Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Lai W. Tso
330 Tremont Street,
Boston, MA 02116
Kathleen M. Waggett
85 Farquhar Street
Roslindale, MA 02131
Pamela J. Welch
7 Hamlin Lane
Wilmington, MA 01887
FOOD SCIENCE
Karen Y. Abu
951 Grove Street
Framingham, MA. 01701
Cynthia A. Fleming
26 Fairfield Avenue
Holyoke, MA 01040
Pamela J. Gusha
1151 Worcester Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Linnea M. Hallberg
4 Aleda Drive
Auburn, MA 01501
Joanne M. Keegan
10 Grove Street
Beverly Farms, MA 01915
Rebecca D. Lindberg
201 Spring Street
W. Bridgewater, MA 02379
Robert C Lynch
8 Janice Circle
Framingham, MA 01701
Mark A. Oram
38 Mt. Pleasant Street
Marlboro, MA 01752
Paul E. Pizza
11 George Road
West Peabody, MA 01960
Diane R. Rousseau
30 Burt Street
Acushnet, MA 02743
GEOGRAPHY
Marie Y. Daigneault
26 Old Bolton Road
Hudson, MA 01749
Edwin C. Gilman
7 East Union Street
Ashland, MA 01721
Michael M. Greenburg
6 Wentworth Road
Natick, MA 01760
Donna Helpin
103 Edgell Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Carl G. Marchi
16 Pleasant Street
Wellesley, MA 02181
Bruce H. McNulty
23 Kenwood Avenue
Newton Centre, MA 02159
Robert B. Neff
2321 Washington Street
Holliston, MA 01746
David E. Richardson
739 Waverly Street
Framingham, MA 01701
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Theodore W. Rollins
164 Elm Street
Marlboro, MA 01752
Marie A. Schultz
92 Avon Street
Lowell, MA 01854
Suzanne M. Stefanik
9 Weld Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Richard B. Sugarman
55 Georgetown Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
HOME ECONOMICS
Barbara M. Sullivan
58 Greaton Road
W. Roxbury, MA 02132
Vivien Aldrich
Main St.
Concord, MA 01742
Sherry M. Ambrose
56 Long Hill Road
Lynn, MA 01904
Donna L. Backus
112 Park Ave.
Centerville, MA 02632
Kathleen M. Brennan
157 Lafayette Street
Marblehead, MA 01945
Annemarie Caouette
31 Westview Terrace
Easthampton, MA 01027
Karen M. Cardillo
10 Overlook Rd.
Reading, MA 01867
Kathleen Curran
35 Katherine Street
Weymouth, MA 02191
Patricia A. Day
30 Margerie Street
So. Hamilton, MA 01982
Theresa M. Driscoll
52 Audubon Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Leith E. Farragher
36 Fontaine St.
Marlboro, MA 01752
Martha J. Gallant
62 Menotomy Road
Arlington, MA 02174
Barbara J. Gearin
1 Morrison Avenue
Wakefield, MA 01880
Sally A. Goodick
17 Beach Rd.
Gloucester, MA 01930
Lisa M. Gould
28 Calumet Street
Pittsfield, MA 01201
Edith A. Hatfield
67 Banbury Lane
Holden, MA 01520
Nancy M. Hendy
9 Rock Avenue
Swampscott, MA 01907
Donna L. Kearns
92A South Main St.
Natick, MA 01760
Lorraine G. Keniston
51 Main Street
Upton, MA 01568
Geraldine Krupika
32 Windham Street
Worcester, MA 01610
Nancy L. Larson
124 Summer Street
Duxbury, MA 02332
Janice H. LeBlanc
18 Garfield Ave.
Beverly, MA 01915
Corinne M. Leone
Box 308
W. Falmouth, MA 02574
Margaret A. Mathewson
9 Regatta Road
Weymouth, MA 02191
Susan J. Mazzariello
193 Ocean St.
Brant Rock, MA 02020
Elizabeth I. Newcomb
828 Main St.
Dennis, MA. 02638
Anna Nuttall
244 N. Worcester Street
Norton, MA 02766
Debra G. Osier
13 Tenth Avenue
Scituate, MA 02066
Jane C. Patrikas
521 Humphrey Street
Swampscott, MA 01907
Jeanne M. Pelkowski
10 Cass Avenue
Dedham, MA 02026
Virginia M. Perry
158 Walnut Street
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Gretchen R. Quinn
240 Fourth Street
Stoughton, MA 02072
Linda A. Raffaele
25 Stephens Road
Leominster, MA 01453
Barbara L. Reeves
1 Wood Hill Rd.
Milford, MA 01757
Noreen A. Regan
133 Elmlawn Road
Braintree, MA 02184
Barbara Sawin
16 Sanderson Place
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Brighton, MA 02135
Ruthann M. Sienko
7 Garden St.
E. Taunton, MA 02718
Cathleen A. Sprague
13 Greenough Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02139
Eileen M. Tobin
53 Kent Drive
Seekonk, MA 02771
Gloria A. Vanbeaver
127 Prospect St.
Reading, MA 01867
Cynthia A. Wadick
59 Harvey Road
Attleboro, MA 02703
Janel C. Welch
29 Scott Circle
Dedham, MA 02026
Jean P. Wojtowicz
28 Cedar Street
Three Rivers, MA 01080
Candace R. Zalesky
95 Pine Street
Westfield, MA 01085
Barbara J. Zaniboni
18 Nixon Avenue
Plymouth, MA 02360
Dorothy A. Zarba
3 Woodard Rd.
Walpole, MA 02081
HISTORY
David P. AUain
77 Russell Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Richard K. Andrew
31 Highgate Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
Paul J. Cisternelli
37 Redwood Drive
Norwood, MA 02062
Richard
J. Delahanty
49 Westminster Rd.
Newton, MA 02159
Nadine M. Ferdenzi
162 Myrtle Street
Ashland, MA 01721
Gregory P. Hescock
438 Beaver Terr. Cir.
Framingham, MA 01701
Robert F. Hickey
29 Doe Drive
Billerica, MA 01821
Dorothea Kulch
434 Pond Street
Franklin, MA 02038
Sherman R. Lohnes
48 Darnell Road
Worcester, MA 01606
Norman F. Mcintosh
238 Brook St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Jane M. Mongello
33 Verdmont St.
Lynn, MA 01901
Jean Mongello
33 Verdmont St.
Lynn, MA 01901
Mary J. Murphy
81 Hawthorne Road
Waltham, MA 02154
Creighton G. Muscato
11 Andrews Street
N. Easton, MA 02356
Marie Nolan
45 Prairie Avenue
Newton, MA 02166
John P. Oldham
148 Washington Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Walter A. Stewart
Stoneybrook Dr.
Millis, MA 02054
LIBERAL STUDIES
Jonathan O. Gawne
14 Adams Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Suellen Kutenplon
128 Barton Dr.
Sudbury, MA 01776
Annmarie Mara
15 Kenberma Road
Worcester, MA 01604
Wendy A. West
30 Ridge Avenue
Natick, MA 01760
MATHEMATICS
Judith E. Brown
879 Lexington St.
Waltham, MA 02154
Ann M. Croft
51 Tarnworth Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Michael J. Fricot
20 Adamsdale Avenue
S. Attleboro, MA 02703
Denise Hewson
1 Lucas Road
Sterling Jet., MA 01565
Susan M. Huff
56 Boynton Street
Waltham, MA 02154
Colleen A. Kean
18 Fox Lane
Medfield, MA 02052
Steven M. Lloyd
121 W. Main St.
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N. Adams, MA 01247
Roy Maranhao
12 Wendy Lane
Holliston, MA 01746
Irene M. Marshall
16 Ackerly Street
Milford, MA 01757
Jane E. Polucha
108 East Street
Whitinsville, MA 01588
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
Annemarie Conley
37 Richland Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Margaret M. Conley
22 Howard Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Virginia M. Cumming
10 Atwood Rd.
Southboro, MA 01772
Marianne Curry
22 Hillcrest Rd.
Medfield, MA 02052
Catherine A. Freitas
102 Oakdale Avenue
Dedham, MA 02026
Anthony J. McCook
50 Fairmount Street
Marlboro, MA 01752
Cindy T. Ockerbloom
16 Marsh Lane
Hyannis, MA 02601
Margaret M. Okeefe
1231 Pulaski Blvd.
Bellingham, MA 02019
Janice Pink
133 Ridgewood Drive
Norwood, MA 02062
Peter Putnam
10 Oakridge Avenue
Natick, MA 01760
Mary K. Smith
107 Etna Road
Dedham, MA 02026
Anne M. Sullivan
243 Prospect St.
Norwood, MA 02062
Frances A. Tortorici
32 Alfred St.
Woburn, MA 01801
John J. Welch
48 Lake Shore Drive
Wayland, MA 01778
PHILOSOPHY
Kenneth R. Bailey
552 Woodside Ave.
Berwya, MA 19312
Robert J. Dimeco
109A Highland Avenue
Maiden, MA 02148
POLITICS
Lawrence M. Brandt
79 Warren Ave.
Marlboro, MA 01752
Kathi M. Dinneen
195 Bishop Dr.
Framingham, MA 01701
Michael L. Fabbri
196 Grant Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Stacy A. Gallic
17 Olde Brooke Road
Shrewsbury, MA 01545
Mary E. Heffernan
186 Park Street
West Roxbury, MA 02132
John R. Hucksam
89 Fulton Street
Norwood, MA 02062
John F. Jesensky
219 Winter St.
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Joseph S. Karner
158 S. Main Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Jeffrey D. Marchand
85 Union Street
Holliston, MA 01746
Maria M. Mayo
4 Gerald Road
Stoneham, MA 02180
Bradford A. Michaels
50 Woodland St.
Natick, MA 01760
Peter J. Moynihan
175 Garfield Avenue
Hyde Park, MA 02136
John P. Neilan
57 Brichwood Drive
Holden, MA 01520
Robert I. Pulster
37 Salem End Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
Neil C. Wright
41 Birch Rd
Natick, MA 01760
Linda A. Zaccaria
431 East Street
Dedham, MA 02026
PSYCHOLOGY
Elaine D. Alpert
25V2 Janebar Circle
Framingham, MA 01701
Lenore J. Alsing
35 Front Street
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Diane O. Blake
37 First Street
Melrose, MA 02176
John R. Burdette
40 Mellen Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Susan M. Carter
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160 Pond St.
Hopkinton, MA 01748
David J. Connors
57 Hersom St.
Watertown, MA 02172
Helen R. Cyr
587 State Road
N. Adams, MA 01247
Janice M. DeCosta
53 King Phillip Rd.
Norton, MA 02766
Linda M. Enos
8 Boyden Drive
Foxboro, MA 02035
Diane M. Farwell
53 Coronet Circle
Feeding Hills, MA 01030
Paul V. Ferrara
15 Willis St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Roberta Flaxbaum
10 Swanson Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
Noreen M. Flynn
87 Valentine Road
Arlington, MA 02174
Jacquelyn M. Funder
15 Pattison Street
Abington, MA 02351
Daniel N. Gagnon
11 Drury Lane
Natick, MA 01760
Julie A. Gittleson
196 Summer Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Sheryl D. Goffin
7 Oakvale Road
Framingham, MA 01701
Joanne T. Goodwin
134 Scott Circle
Dedham, MA 02026
Frank V. Grodzicki
92 Hanscom Ave.
Reading, MA 01867
Carol -Ann Handlin
901 Old Conn Path
Framingham, MA 01701
Michael J. Henning
373 Concord St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Michael D. Hughes
61 Oswego Street
Bellingham, MA 02019
Maureen E. Lee
45 Brookfield Road
Norwood, MA 02062
Barbara A. Logan
64 Bayberry Rd.
Concord, MA 01742
Patricia F. Manthorne
48 Charles Street
Natick, MA 01760
Marion A. McCarthy
58 Lanewood Avenue
Framingham, MA 01701
Cynthia G. Mcintosh
96 North Street
Medfield, MA 02052
Mary M. Miner
PO Box 190 Dudley Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
Hermon F. Newcomb
40 Riner St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Denice A. O'Neil
107 Madison Street
Dedham, MA 02026
Edward M. O'Neill
36 Apple Hill Ln.
Lynnfield, MA 01940
David A. Pimentel
72 Concord Street
Ashland, MA 01721
Bette L. Proulx
51 Hillside Drive
E. Longmeadow, MA 01028
Marjorie J. Quinlan
44 River Road
Weston, MA 02193
Lorna J. Ruby
224 Reservoir Street
N. Attleboro, MA 02760
Phyllis A. Sapowith-Levenson
375 Edmonds Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
James J. Summers
4 Church St.
Westboro, MA 01581
Mary L. Whelan
109 Bel -Air Drive
Longmeadow, MA 01106
Lauri B. Worne
10 Whispering Pine Rd.
Sudbury, MA 01776
Carin F. Zuchero
SOCIOLOGY
Patricia A. Akelaitis
19 Martindale Rd.
Short Hills, MA 07078
Donald S. Bartron
30 Kent St.
Brockton, MA 02402
Lisa A. Bearak
24 Ashmont Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Carol M. Bergen
50 Main St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Raymond W. Blake
118 Franklin St.
Framingham, MA 01701
Theresa C. Boudette
225 Central Street
Saugus, MA 01906
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Jeanne M. Cabral
195 Roosevelt Road
Weymouth, MA 02188
Joan M. Cardinal
2 Farnum Drive
Holyoke, MA 01040
Judith M. Currier
566 Cornation Drive
Franklin, MA 02038
Karen L. Dearth
11 Lawndale Road
Stoneham, MA 02180
Donna M. Donigian
2542 Centre Street
W. Roxbury, MA 02132
Martha J. Dunn
455 Stevens Street
N. Andover, MA 01845
Diane E. Finney
16 Edgebrook Rd.
Framingham, MA 01701
Susan E. Fuller
9 Courtland St.
Holliston, MA 01746
Stephany J. Goodman
40 Agnes Drive
Framingham, MA 01701
Sean T. Griffin
13 Hampton Rd.
Natick, MA 01760
Helen M. Harris
55 E. Central St.
Natick, MA 01760
Mary P. Hartung
8 Footpath Road
Chelmsford, MA 01824
Brenda J. Irvine
41 Walcott Valley Dr.
Hopkinton, MA 01748
Margaret R. Judge
47 Parkinson Street
Needham, MA 02192
Frances K. King
190 Union Street
Natick, MA 01760
Monique D. Lavoie
490 Mill Street
Marion, MA 02738
Ann Lewis
1268 Pons St.
Franklin, MA 02038
Ellen M. McKenzie
33 Grafton Avenue
Milton, MA 02186
Susan J. McNamara
44 Fairview Street
Westwood, MA 02090
Joan M. Merchant
29 James Street
Framingham, MA 01701
Sheree A. Morgan
16 St. Claire Street
Braintree, MA 02184
Donald Moye
342 Jarvis Ave
Holyoke, MA 01040
Nancy D. Mula
247 Hardy Pond Rd.
Waltham, MA 02154
Margaret A. O'Brien
126 Shawmut Avenue
Marlboro, MA 01752
Michael E. O'Neill
31 Claudette Circle
Framingham, MA 01701
Jayne T. Pagnini
177 Congress Street
Milford, MA 01757
Laura C. Paine
34 High St.
Randolph, MA 02368
James J. Poh
344 Titicut Street
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Ronda P. Rutfield
8 Pamela Rd.
Natick, MA 01760
Diana Ryder
126 Norfolk Rd.
Millis, MA 02054
Debra D. Schmitt
54 Winter Street
Hudson, MA 01749
Cheryl A. Solberg
235 Lexington Ave.
Cambridge, MA 02138
Thomas J. Sullivan
25 Sullivan Pky
Tewksbury, MA 01876
Linda E. Tully
67 Rear Raymond St.
Manchester, MA 01944
Julie A. Waaramaa
12 Richmond Avenue
Milford, MA 01757
Carol O Williamson
287 Peakham Road
Sudbury, MA 01776
Alison D. Woolf
2008 Windsor Dr.
Framingham, MA 01701
SPANISH
Carla J. Badorini
98 Howland Avenue
Adams, MA 01220
James A. Coons
West Plain Rd.
Grt. Barrington, MA 01230
Alan J. Fleming
2505 Windsor Ridge Rd.
Westboro, MA 01581
Jane M. Gerrior
50 Watervale Rd.
Medford, MA 02155
Joan D. Kantor
17 Cahill Park Dr.
Framingham, MA 01701
Jane F. McManus
58 Bradfield Avenue
Boston, MA 02131
Janis E. Michienzi
445 Pleasant Street
Norwood, MA 02062
Marie E. Robidoux
Lakeside Ave.
Webster, MA 01570
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